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It is always refreshing when a presentation is made by someone
who really knows their subject and has the knack of presenting it
well. I refer to Gareth Seale who at the Club meeting in May, spoke
on the technical aspects of design in the construction and control of
‘Drones’. Unfortunately the weather was not conducive to have a
practical demonstration, but nevertheless it was a most fascinating
and absorbing talk with interesting anecdotes to keep us all
absorbed. We thank Matt ZS1MTF for inviting Gareth.
In my private capacity included in other avocations I enjoy ‘Family
History’, and although I have not been successful in tracing my full Genealogy I
find it a fascinating subject. Well, what has this to do with Amateur Radio? In a
direct sense nothing, but history also plays an important part to our Hobby in
many aspects. In the long term, the activities we consider matter of fact or trite
or simple now could become very important later. As an example, Marconi’s first
Morse Code transmission across the Atlantic. At the time this was heralded as a
great achievement, and was, but important technical aspects were not recorded,
causing a fair bit of controversy today. At least the event was documented!
My feeling is that people don’t record events and things and especially what
people do, and depend on memory and consequently in time this is lost. Rob,
ZS1SA has put together a history of the club, but sadly there are huge gaps,
because records have not been kept, or minutes of meetings have disappeared.
Photographs are very informative too, but without captions in time become
useless.
If any of you fellows out there have memories of club and related people
happenings, please jot them down and get them to Rob. Don’t worry about the
grammar or spelling, we can sort that out. On the CT Net on Monday evenings
we have heard many fascinating stories and my advice is write them down for
posterity both the personal ones for your own family and those to be shared.
These to be shared may include club events, but what about Ham related
projects and or activities from your perspective. Maybe we should have a Club
historian appointed, any volunteers?
Our next club meeting is to be a ‘Bring and Show’; I feel this could include
photographs and happenings of times gone by. Remember this is an ‘Amateur’
event, so let us all see and hear what we have done or even tried to do
including the failures. I’m sure we have the combined technical expertise to get
advice, and encouragement too! Look forward to seeing you there!
Till next time, ‘From this old shack to Yours’.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW Noel.
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Club News and Details
Hi Everyone
AGM is coming up shortly on Saturday, 26 July. The AGM Notice, Agenda, Minutes of
last years meeting and various other documents will all be emailed to you this
coming week. Please take the time to read them and do the necessary if you are not
able to, attend the AGM on 26 July. Please do contact me if you require any further
information regarding the AGM.
One of the documents to be sent to you is the Membership Renewal form.
If you have paid your subs, THANK YOU, and please be kind enough to send me proof
of payment as well as to Danny Blanckenberg (your Treasurer) so I can make sure all
the records are updated accordingly. If not please do so on or before the AGM.
The Committee have appointed Matt Govensteyn ZS1MJJ, and Paul Johnson ZS1S to
be our representatives at the Repeater Working Group Committee Meetings. These
meetings happen once a quarter, so 4 times a year. Thank you gentlemen for taking
this on. It will be good to have the CTARC represented at these meetings.

Don’t miss
the CTARC
bulletin every
Sunday at
08:30
Your Bulletin
readers are:
Tony, ZS1TM
and
Rob, ZS1SA
Do listen in
and enjoy
these
interesting
weekly
Bulletins

Hope to see you all at the A.G.M, (I am busy thinking up some nice ‘eatables’ for this
event.)
Stay warm and dry, chat soon.
Regards Anne (Your Secretary)

Important Notice
To enable those radio amateurs who are interested in the operation of electronic
circuits, to design and analyse circuits by means of software on the computer, a
workshop wil be presented on the 5th of July. This workshop will take place in the
Oakdale Club Conference centre from 9h00 on the Saturday morning, and should last
for about than 3 hours. Attendance is free.
There are quite a few simulation programs available on the net, but the one we will
make use of is called LT Spice IV. It is available as a free download from the
Linear.com website. It is also a very user friendly version of a Spice program. So
anyone interested can download the program and can bring along their computer to
practice first hand. This is however not a requirement as we will demonstrate the use
of the program on the screen.
Maybe you can make this known amongst the CT Club
members. Seats obviously are limited, so some indication of CLUB CONTACT
attendance will be appreciated, either by e-mail
DETAILS
(zr1de@telkomsa.net) or by calling in to our Technical Net on
Chairman:
Thursday evenings at 8h00 (145.750 MHz Repeater).
Noel Futter– ZS1FW

For your information
Your CTARC Committee:
Noel Futter ZS1FW
(Chairman)
Rob Bareham ZS1SA
(Vice)
Danny Blanckenberg ZS1BL (Treasurer)
Anne Bareham
(Sec/ Ed)
Dirk Lotz ZS1X

Tony McKewen ZS1TM
Deon Erwin ZS1ZL
Paul Kennedy ZS1PXK
Shaun Overmeyer ZS1RA

can be reached on
021-715-2024 or 0845281805
Or
Secretary:
Anne Bareham can be
reached on
072-268 1207
or email: zs1ct@qsl.net
Postal address:
PO Box 2541 Clareinch
7740
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CONTEST CORNER
#36
By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X

Upcoming Local Events in July – Also see the SARL web:
http://www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp
SARL Winter QRP Sprint - 19Jul

Upcoming International Events in July – See this link for more detail

“Upcoming
International

http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only some of the bigger
contests have been mentioned below.

Events in July”
DL-DX RTTY Contest - 5, 6 Jul
IARU HF Championships & WRTC 2014 - 12, 13 Jul
RSGB Islands on the Air contest - 26, 27 Jul

73’s & Good DX!
De

Upcoming Events..

Upcoming special events for the CTARC:
1.
Next
Meeting…
The A.G.M.
Saturday, 26 July
N.B. start time
14.00, at the
Clubhouse.

Annual General Meeting: As always, the last Saturday in July, which
is on 26 July this year.
2.
International Lighthouse and Lightship weekend:
This year 16 and 17 August.
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The Right Tools

by Ron Hashiro, AH6RH
(Article sent in by Rob Bareham, ZS1 SA)
Scotty, the engineer on the original Star Trek series, was always fond of
saying "How many times do I have to tell you...use the right tool for the
right job!" As an amateur radio operator involved in emergency communications, do you know what are some of the right tools of the trade? Let's
take a look.
Mobile Radios While we like the convenience of a 3 or 5 watt walkie, nothing beats the transmitting distance and the receiver qualities of a 50 watt
VHF mobile or a solid HF transceiver. A rubber ducky and a handie talkie
really won't cut it for most emergencies that rely on direct simplex communications on level terrain over distances greater than about two to three
miles. And a mobile radio has better intermod rejection than a handie. Living and working in Honolulu, we know what a miserable, frustrating time we

get from intermod signals.
Antennas If you're insisting on using a rubber duck antenna, you're in big trouble. A rubber duck is really a rubber coated dummy load. To get better performance, you'll need something you can attach to a coax cable and get the antenna closer to a window (if you're inside a sealed air conditioned building) or outdoors to radiate your signal better while you're safe and comfortable
inside.
For walkies, a collapsible quarter wave or half-wave "hot-rod" antenna is a start. You can also use a ribbon j-pole antenna. But
for mobile radios, you need something that will dissipate 50 watts continuous and many of the commercial walkie antennas are
designed for about 5 watts. A regular quarter wave ground plane, mobile magnetic mount antennas -- these are good, portable
antennas that are small enough to be used to radiate through a window in a office building or school cafeteria being used as an
evacuation shelter.
If you are using a fixed based station, do not be so quick in getting the highest gain vertical antenna you find. Gain is obtained by
sacrificing the antenna's radiation pattern. Rather than choosing a 7 dB vertical that slams your signal 100 feet into the building
next door, selecting a 3 dB vertical gives an omni-directional antenna with a boost in gain but still allows sufficient radiation from
the side lobes to rise over mountains, condo buildings or bend around other obstructions.
A handy item is a portable three or four element beam. A 6 dB gain is worth a four times increase in transmitter power. More
importantly, the four times increase in received signal is very handy for pulling out marginal signals. As an example, check out
the 146-4 Back Pack from Arrow Antennas ( http://www.arrowantennas.com).
Coaxial Cables Let's face it. Without feedline, it's mighty hard to get a signal from your radio to the antenna. You would like to
position the antenna near a window if you're high above the surroundings, or at least higher than the surrounding obstructions to
get the signal out.
If you had a chance, hauling 50 or 100 feet of RG-8U would be an ideal medium loss HF, VHF and UHF feedline cable, but it's
mighty bulky and heavy. Using RG-58U is smaller and lighter, but the losses at VHF and UHF starts to cut into your operations.
A compromise is RG-8X, which has the bulk of RG-58U but has loss characteristics close to that of RG-8U. The only "drawback"
is that the reducers used with PL-259 coax connectors are the UG-176 variety (for 75 ohm RG-59U) rather than the standard 50
ohm UG-175 for RG-58U but that's a small inconvenience.
Headphones and Other Accessories Little things make a big difference. Using headphones and a boom mike will cut out the
background noise in a busy, cluttered environment and will also keep your audio from blasting around an already noisy room.
To speed operations, you may want to also include a foot switch to key your radio with your foot to leave your hands free for
writing messages and adjust the radio.
Something as simple as a clipboard ensures you'll have a smooth hard surface to write down messages clearly and legibly no
matter where you are.
So, there you have it. A quick run through some simple things that make a big difference in responding to emergencies. Now,
it's your turn to be like Scotty and say: "Use the right tool for the right job!"
Permission given to reproduce the above article in club newsletters provided credit is given
to the author and the EARC (Emergency Amateur Radio Club) Wireless Dispatch.

By ZS1X - Dirk

UNIVERSAL TUNER INTERFACE DESIGNED BY JA1GAC
Here is a universal tuner interface for the ICOM AH-4 tuner and will allow you to use basically any HF radio
with it. I recently built this interface and it works very well connected to my Yaesu FT950.

Something that should be noted is that your tune-up power should not exceed 15 watts as stated in the AH-4
manual, otherwise it is a breeze to build. I added a fuse on the circuit board and a red LED to indicate that it is
in the on position. I used a green LED as a tuning indicator.

Some pictures above of the front, rear and interior
Once you are hooked up keep the pushbutton in for about two seconds and release. The interface will key the
radio and the tuner will do its thing and tune your antenna. The green LED will stay on for the duration of the
process and once finished it will go off. Your antenna is now tuned!
You could use any input that would key the radio, ie: CW key input (as indicated on the circuit diagram) or the
PTT jack on the back of your radio, provided of course it is switched to a mode with a constant carrier and
maximum 15 watts out. “PHJ” on the circuit is for remote control. You can leave this out if not desired.
Feel free to contact me with any questions you might have.
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Do send in your swops and you can name a

I am moving into a complex and have the following for
sale:
ICOM IC-738 with microphone, Operators Manual and
Service Manual.
DAIWA PS-304C Power Supply
DAIWA Cross Needle Power Meter 1.8 to 150Mhz.
I am looking for R4000 for the lot.
The equipment is located in Simon's Town.
I can be contacted by phone on 0217864404 or by
email at
maws@cybersmart.co.za
Regards,
Eric ZS1EWM

FOR SALE:
3crowns Mobile P A. PS 103 L, runs from 220V or
12Vdc, Small under dash mounting type, 4 inputs Mic, Cassette/Radio, aux1,aux2. Built in
siren and fog horn, switched.
Bernie Crockford Please contact me on email:
crockfordbernie@gmail.com
The following items for disposal by Pierre, ZU1DX in Cape Town.
Collection in Cape Town, or postage and packaging for purchaser's account.
Please address all enquiries to Pierre, at 021-785-4341 or 076-828-6221.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

price and send a picture too!

FOR SALE
TOROIDS,
BALUNS &
UNUNS
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS
- 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12
Keyer Chips, 10.7Mhz
& 455Khz
Variable Inductors, Various
Toroidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X

Power Supply:
Make: MFE, 12V 25A switch-mode. Used but in good working order. R600-00.
Transceiver:
Model: FT-817. Includes microphone and batteries. R6000-00 neg.
Microphone:
Kenwood MC-58DM with cable & RJ-45 plug. R300-00
Microphone:
Kenwood MC-57DM with cable & 8-pin plug. R300-00
Microphone:
Yaesu HM-31A8J DTMF with cable & RJ-45 plug. R300-00

Pierre is looking for:
1. A DTMF microphone with an RJ-45 plug, for an Icom IC-2100 rig;
2. A variable capacitor 12 pF - approx 350 pF for a QRP ATU.

Gentlemen and Ladies too, please let the Editor, (Anne) know if your goods are sold or you
want to add or remove items. Please send requests to Anne at zs1ct@ctarc.org.za before
the 10th of the month
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTHDAY WISHES

To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in July,
may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all
that you would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.
Happy Birthday to you All.

Next
Meeting…
The AGM
Saturday,
26 July N.B.
start time
14.00, at the
Clubhouse.

05-Jul

ZS1HJH

Hans Hohlbein

06-Jul

ZS1PM

John Blackman

08-Jul

ZS1AVN

Adriaan Van Niekerk

08-Jul

ZR1HF

Henri Ferreira

08-Jul

ZS1AGH

John Haycox

11-Jul

ZS1AAX

Al Smith

20-Jul

ZS1RA

Shaun Overmeyer

23-Jul

ZS1TS

Tim Schoeman

26-Jul

ZS1CL

Tippy Marais
Delivering
solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing design and management
services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the
built environment worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration
engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact: Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen
Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700 or our Website: http://www.wspgroup.co.za

WSP KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY

SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF THIS NEWSLETTER TO THOSE WHO DO
NOT HAVE INTERNET CAPABILITIES.

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any
committee member or other members of the Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio
operators and friends and is not for profit or gain.

